
AN EVALUATION OF JOSEPH STALINS REFORMS IN RUSSIA DURING

HIS TENURE

Russia - Russia - The Stalin era (â€“53): Stalin, a Georgian, surprisingly turned to â€œGreat Russianâ€• nationalism to
strengthen the Soviet regime. During the .

Mikhail Gorbachev came to power in hoping to reform the Soviet system. It meant that industrialization was
achieved by exploiting the workers and peasants. It was frequently used to accuse people of "wrecking," in
order to punish managers and sometimes workers, who failed to fulfill production plans - no matter for what
reason. His father was allegedly a cobbler, who is said to have been a drunkard who beat his wife and son. He
instituted a reign of terror, persecuting all scientists who disagreed with him. Despite the formation of a new
policy, Zubok claims the revolutionary-imperial paradigm still guided Soviet leaders. In , Stalin became a
member of the Bolshevik Central Committee. Khrushchev's calls for peaceful coexistence were not reflected
by the Moscow's actions abroad, which signaled the commitment to the revolutionary-imperial paradigm.
Skrypnik , who encouraged ukrainization and wished to establish some degree of Ukrainian autonomy, was
accused of leading a Ukrainian "counter-revolutionary organization. In fact, while Yiddish and Hebrew were
tolerated, or at least encouraged, the official policy was to use these languages as instruments to effect the total
assimilation of the Jews. In March , the same "Red sailors" of the naval base on the island of Kronstadt pron:
Kronshtatt, island just outside Leningrad , who had fought for the Bolsheviks in November , now revolted
against them. In fact, they ignored it. Forced deliveries were abolished and peasants paid graduated taxes
instead. This took place mostly in the cities and ensured Russian control. Eisenstein , whose films on the
Bolshevik revolution and collectivization had been suppressed, came back into favor with Alexander Nevsky ,
showing the defeat of the German Knights of the Cross who sank through the ice of Lake Peipus. The goal
was to overcome Khrushchev's legacy of brinkmanship by building a firm foundation for world peace. This
was effected by having Russian and other communist officials in ministries. After , convicted prisoners were
usually sentenced to labor camps, though many were shot there later. The paradigm is a dualistic concept in
which Soviet behavior is explained by the interaction between traditional imperial motives and the messianic
revolutionary ideals of Russian communism. However, rehabilitations went very slowly, on a case-by-case
basis. It is true that according to official Soviet statistics agricultural production in the s was about four times
as high as in the s. What was important to Khrushchev was to maintain the spread of communism. Apart from
having their synagogues closed and their Rabbis arrested, they were discriminated against in education as well
as in military, political, and educational careers. Some Western sovietologists followed this trend and even
questioned whether great numbers of people were really killed under Stalin's rule, claiming this was
improbable. Stalin supported the "Right, " so it won. It is certain that Stalin deliberately ordered the starvation
of millions of peasants, particularly Ukrainians, and that this was done with the involvement of local
Ukrainian party members.. He came to the conclusion that a Sovietized Russian elite would be more effective
as an instrument of modernization. With brilliance and welcome flashes of wry humor, he leads readers
through the history of both Soviet and post-Soviet politics, right through to today. Khruschev in the early s,
and under Mikhail S. These easy escapes made some of his political enemies suspect that he was then in the
pay of the Tsarist Security Police, the Okhrana, but no evidence has been found so far to confirm this.
Finally,the imperial Okhrana Security Police was powerful in the 19th century and penal labor camps also
existed at that time.


